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“In the beginning ...............................



“In the beginning was the interaction.”
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the blue line separates 
the system from the world.
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the red loop 
represents interaction 
with the world.
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biological system—
maintaining body temperature
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How the Regulation of Body Temperature Works
first-order cybernetic system
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systemworld

over time, the interaction of 
system + world creates a 
trajectory of behaviors for each.

this allows for the emergence of 
behavior that is not expected.

if system or world 
is sufficiently complex,
this behavior is not predictable.

time
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the black loop represents
the system’s action + the action’s result 
in the world. 

systemworld

outcomes are assessed. 

the black loop can change 
the goal of the red loop 
to something else.



if a system learns from its interaction, 
it can repeat successful behaviors.

if it repeats success,
it operates independently of time.

if it operates independently of time, 
it becomes “autonomous”.

“auto” = self
“nomos” = law

an autonomous system sets its own laws.
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in a changing world,
a system must continue to learn 
or it may fail to survive
or succeed in its goals.
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in a changing world,
a system must continue to learn 
or it may fail to survive
or succeed in its goals.

continued interaction is necessary
for the system to continue to learn. 
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in a changing world,
a system must continue to learn 
or it may fail to survive
or succeed in its goals.

continued interaction is necessary
for the system to continue to learn. 

thus, autonomy requires dependence—
dependence on the same world 
from which it maintains its autonomy.
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in a changing world,
a system must continue to learn 
or it may fail to survive
or succeed in its goals.

continued interaction is necessary
for the system to continue to learn. 

thus, autonomy requires dependence—
dependence on the same world 
from which it maintains its autonomy.

paradox of autonomy
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what is conversation?

participant A participant B

goal

after Dubberly Design Office 2008



a participant has a goal

participant A participant B
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chooses a context 

participant A participant B
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chooses a language 
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begins an exchange
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evokes a reaction...
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...that evokes a reaction
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agreement may be reached
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a transaction may occur
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     ????

shall I respond?



-participants = conversational range or variety
-more variety = more capacity to evolve
-more capacity to evolve = more choices
-more choices = more possible agreements 
- agreements = cultural and social change





consciousness is conserved



consciousness = shared awareness
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— original drawing by Gordon Pask
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behavior of an “Eigen function”



organization of the nervous system



reverberating  circular signals
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“strange attractor”
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biological view of autopoiesis



— original drawing by Gordon Pask

cognitive view of autopoiesis



— original drawing by Humbert Maturana

social view of autopoiesis



— original drawing by Humbert Maturana
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emergenceinteraction autonomy

Muito Obrigado!
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